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January 27, 2023 

Dear Mayor and Board of Supervisors, 

San Francisco has one of the smallest urban forests of any major U.S. city. With less than 14% 
canopy coverage, San Francisco’s coverage rate is lower even than that of Los Angeles (20%). Recognizing 
this problem, the 2021 Climate Action Plan, and the Urban Forest Plan before it, set the goal of growing our 
City’s street tree population from 125,000 to 155,000 trees by 2040. This number is based on the street tree 
population identified in the 2017 EveryTreeSF Street Tree Census. Five years after that census, our street 
tree population has decreased. Reaching our goal will require a City-wide effort to plant an estimated 
4,700 trees annually through 2040, an endeavor our City simply does not have the funding to achieve. 

 
 

As the effects of climate change increase, the impacts of rising temperatures disproportionally 
affect the neighborhoods with the least amount of green space and the greatest pollution burden, 
sometimes called “Environmental Justice Communities.” These neighborhoods also lack urban trees, a 
condition that not only deprives current residents of the many benefits of trees, but also makes those 
neighborhoods more vulnerable to rising temperatures in the future. It is important to recognize the urban 
forest as a vital part of San Francisco’s public infrastructure, and one of the most cost-effective tools to 
advance our City’s climate, economic and equity goals. 

The benefits of urban forests include: 

• Ecosystem services, such as providing shade to reduce energy consumption for heating and 
cooling buildings, intercepting stormwater runoff, absorbing dust and pollutants from the air, 
and sequestering carbon.  

• Ecological improvements, such as increased wildlife habitat and biodiversity.  
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• Economic enhancements, such as increased activity in tree-lined commercial districts, 
increased worker productivity in tree-shaded environments, and new workforce development 
opportunities in urban tree care and arboriculture.  

• Human health impacts, including reduced crime rates and improved pedestrian safety, fewer 
cardiovascular deaths, improved mental health metrics, a reduction in the prevalence of low-
birth- weight infants, and a reduction in extreme heat and air quality hazards associated with 
climate change. 

Unfortunately, Annual Urban Forest Reports show, the rate of tree removal has exceeded the tree 
replacement rate since 2014. Even assuming an optimistic 3% annual mortality rate, current planting efforts 
(an average of 2,000 trees annually) will not only fail to meet our goals, but our street tree population will 
decline by over 10,000 trees by 2040. In addition, our reports show increased concerns regarding staffing 
of urban forestry positions and funding constraints exacerbated by the COVID- 19 pandemic. To plant this 
many trees, we require wide-reaching collaboration between public, private, and non-profit organizations. 
The Urban Forestry Council is also concerned that the perception of the City’s wealth and the complexity 
of our infrastructure will make state and federal tree planting grants increasingly difficult to secure.  

We are requesting that the Board of Supervisors and the Mayor allocate a minimum of $14.1 million 
per year to implement the tree planting goals of the City’s Urban Forest and Climate Action plans during 
the upcoming budgeting cycle. We must plant at least 4,700 sidewalk trees annually as soon as possible. 
We propose that a City department release an RFP to contractors and local non-profit groups as the City’s 
current system lacks the capacity to plant 4,700 trees each year. An RFP will help grow our planting efforts 
and boost the current public and nonprofit planting programs that have been hard at work for decades. 

Alongside this letter, the Urban Forestry Council is sharing its 2022 Annual Urban Forest Report, which 
further illustrates the need to expand and secure funding to grow our urban forest. The report includes in-
depth data on tree populations, budgeting for urban forestry, and concerns and limitations reported by 
public, private, and nonprofit agencies that plant or maintain the City and County of San Francisco’s urban 
forest.  

We thank you for your attention to this urgent matter. 

This letter was endorsed by the Urban Forestry Council on January 27, 2023. 


